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Abstract

A new type of multi-beam laser scanning unit was
veloped that makes high speed and high resolution pri
possible. The system simultaneously scans adjacent 
ning lines by combining beams from two laser dio
(LDs).

Features of the unit are as follows:

1) Easy to operate because the light sources and all 
tions related to beam combination are unified in a l
source unit.

2) Easy setting and changing scanning line pitch usi
simple mechanism.

3) Adaptability to all standard LDs. The optimum LD 
the optical system can be chosen.

4) Can be upgraded from a single beam scanning unit
ply only by replacing the light source unit.

This paper shows the structure and features and
scribes how implementation of this new type of multi-be
laser scanning unit 

1 (outline shown in Figure 1) wa
achieved. This multi-beam laser scanning unit is installed
Ricoh MFPs and digital copiers.

Introduction

Because of large volume document circulation ass
ated with the rapid spread of the Internet and multime
year by year, high speed and high definition docum
printing is becoming increasingly important in various 
cumstances from home to office.

Digital copiers and laser printers, prevalent beca
they achieve high speed and high quality images, reco
image by scanning the beam of LD onto a photocondu
drum using a high speed rotating polygonal mirror and
optical system.

A subject here is how to rapidly scan a laser bea
record a high definition image at high speed. There are
main approaches taken to solve this subject.

The first method uses a high speed driving motor
polygonal mirror rotation. The scanning speed incre
with the motor rotation speed. However, it is difficult
greatly improve scanning speed by this method, bec
with increasing motor rotation speed causes various p
lems including heating, vibration, noise, reliability red
tion and increasing cost.
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The second method uses multiple beams. By simu
neously scanning multiple lines using multiple beams
becomes possible to record at a speed the number of b
times faster without increasing the speed of the driv
motor for polygonal mirror rotation. This is the most effe
tive way to increase the printing speed.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of multi-beam laser scanning sys

Multi-Beam Laser Scanning System

In the second method, the following are two examp
of implemented types of scanning units that adjacent s
ning lines are scanned using two beams with LDs as e
sion sources and record the image by direct modulatio
the LDs.

One method uses a single monolithic two-channel 
array and the other uses combined beams from two sep
LDs.
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LD Array System
In a two-channel LD array, two points of emission a

monolithically formed in close proximity on the same ba
They can emit laser light independently. The scanning 
formance of scanning units using LD array as light sour
is stable. 2 However, the LD array itself is not in demand f
applications other than laser printing, so product
amounts are small and the choices are also limited dep
ing on the manufacturer.

Beam Combining System
The method combining the beams of two LDs mai

uses a polarizing beam splitter to combine the beams.
beams of two LDs are incident on a polarizing beam spl
from mutually orthogonal directions, superimposed on 
optical axis of the optical system and emitted. Then, by 
setting the beam incidence position or the angle of i
dence onto the optical system by a minute amount in the
scanning direction, scanning lines are recorded on the 
toconductive drum with a specific pitch.

The advantage of this system is that it can be im
mented using two independent light source units with 
same structure as for ordinary single beam scanning u
so the power and wavelength of the LD can be freely c
sen. However, the scanning line pitch changes with sl
variation in the conditions of beam incidence onto the o
cal system, so there is also the problem of how to preci
set and maintain the stability of the sub scanning line pitc

To solve this problem, laser scanning units imp
mented so far detect the beam location using a div
photo detector. Types that compensate the beam loc
using a servomechanism with a galvano-mirror that defl
the light beam angle in the sub scanning direction base
the detection result are reported. 3

New Light Source Unit for
Beam Combining System

This paper describes a two-beam application of the 
type of multi-beam scanning unit we developed.

Figure 2. Characteristics of optical system with beam (a) angu
and (b) parallel displacement

Scanning Line Pitch Stabilization
The following are the calculation results for the amo

of angular and parallel displacement of the beam with
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spect to the axis of the optical system, when a 10�m dis-
placement, of the beam spot location on the surface of
photoconductive drum in the sub scanning direction, occu

Beam angular displacement� 0.006 degrees
Beam parallel displacement � 0.18 mm

When the beam is displaced in a direction parallel
the optical axis, the change in the sub scanning beam 
location is relatively small because of the optical conjuga
relationship. In contrast, when the angle of the beam
shifted, there is a large change in the sub scanning b
spot location. It is also apparent from the results that va
tion of beam spot location is made with a slight tilt owing 
minute deformations of the scanning unit housing. The
characteristics of optical system are explained in Figure 2

Moreover the structure of the laser scanning unit b
comes complicated. Because parts added to combine be
and to adjust scanning line pitch become sensitive to 
deformation of laser scanning unit housing. So it is a
easy to cause displacement of beam spot location.

Therefore, scanning line pitch adjustment is difficult 
maintain, with respect to environment variations in bea
combining systems using two independent light sou
units.

The measured results of scanning line pitch displa
ment owing to temperature change are shown in Figure
A scanning line pitch displacement of 100�m or more oc-
curs in the case of a conventional system that does not u
servomechanism. To obtain enough image quality, it is 
sirable to control the displacement to 10�m or less.

Figure 3. Dependence of fluctuation of scanning line pitch 
temperature (conventional system without servomechanism)

We thought it possible to stabilize the scanning li
pitch, even without a servomechanism, by modularizing 
whole system as a light source unit, combining LD beam
and removing most factors that cause fluctuation of the 
gle of the light beam.

LDs and Collimator Lenses on the Same Base to Ensure
Coincidence in the Emission Direction

Figure 4 is an assembly drawing of the light source u
for the laser scanning unit based on the above concept.
8
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Figure 4. Assembly drawing of the light source unit

The first point is, to stabilize the scanning line pitch
pair of LDs and collimator lenses are mounted appro
mately 12mm apart on a base roughly coincident with 
beam emission direction in the light source unit. With t
approach, equality of the spacing between LD and collim
tor lens is maintained and it is difficult for variation of th
emergent angle of the two beams to occur. The angle
tween the two beams can also be maintained even if hou
deformation occurs.

Beam Alignment in the Sub-scanning Direction Using a
Parallelogram Prism

Secondly, the two beams are aligned using a prism w
parallel reflecting surfaces. It is necessary to reflect 
beams at least twice to align the beams into the same e
sion direction. Since parallel reflecting surfaces are unif
as parts of a single prism, parallelism is always maintai
even if variations occur in the environment. Precision of 
relative angle between the two beams is improved 
maintained.

The excellent results shown in Figure 5, of 4�m or less
scanning line pitch displacement owing to temperat
change, were obtained by using the above structure 
without using a servomechanism.

Figure 5. Dependence of fluctuation of scanning line pitch 
temperature (new system without servomechanism)
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Figure 6. Structure of light source unit

This has decreased the conventional system scan
line pitch displacement to approximately 1/30, and the de-
sired effectiveness with respect to variation in the envir
ment was confirmed.

Facilitation of Scanning Line Pitch Adjustment
Emitted beams are set with different angles in the m

scanning direction.
Reducing the number of parameters and expanding

working range of the adjustment method are necessar
precisely adjust and maintain the stability of the scann
line pitch. Here the third point is that, slight separation
the angle of the two beams produces a beam spot locati
several mm in the main scanning direction on the surfac
the photoconductive drum.

In this way, scanning line pitch adjustment is ma
possible simply by constructing a light source unit that 
be rotated about the optical axis.

Structure of Light Source Unit
The scanning line pitch set-up is explained using Fig

6. The beam of LD 2 is emitted in the main scanning dir
tion at a slight angle � with respect to the beam of LD 1
Angle � occurs by simply offsetting the light beam from L
2 and the optical axis of collimator lens 2 by Pi in the m
scanning direction.

The relationship between � and Pi is expressed by th
following equation:

Pi = fc � tan � (1)

Where, fc is the focal length of the collimator lens.
Pm is the main scanning direction (Y) component and P
the sub scanning direction (Z) component of Pi, then 
placements Pm’ and Ps’ on the photoconductive drum
spectively are expressed as:

Pm’ = �m  �  Pm (2)
9
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Ps’  = �s  �  Ps (3)

Where, �m and �s are the lateral magnifications of th
optical system in the main scanning and the sub scan
respectively. In this optical system, if the beam spot spa
on the surface of the photoconductive drum Pm' = 2
then, Pi becomes approximately 10�m.

When the light source unit is rotated about the opt
axis by a minute angle �, the sub scanning line pitch Ps’ o
the surface of the photoconductive drum becomes as
pressed in the following formula:

    Ps' = �s � Ps = �s � Pi � sin �  � 	 � � (4)

Where, ��which is equal to �s � Pi, is a constant so th
angle of rotation � and scanning line pitch Ps’, are propo
tionally related.

This way, the desired scanning line pitch can be 
tained by changing the rotation angle of light source un�
to yield the appropriate scanning line pitch size. In this o
cal system, if the sub scanning line pitch Ps' is 63.5�m, �
becomes approximately 3.6degrees	

Adjusting Scanning Line Pitch
As shown in Figure 4, the light source unit is h

against the optical axis direction datum surface, forme
the housing of the scanning unit with a spring, is subje
to a turning force about the optical axis. A linear actua
that is driven by a pulse motor, arranged in opposition to
turning force about the optical axis, adjusts the light sou
unit angle of rotation � to set the scanning line pitch valu
Ps’. The setting resolution is 0.18�m of scanning line pitch
variation per a pulse owing to the combination of pu
motor and lead screw.

Figure 7. Relationship between number of pulse and scanning
pitch

Performance of Laser Scanning System
We experimentally rotated the light source unit us

our variable scanning line pitch mechanism. As shown
Figure 7, we have obtained the relationship between
42
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number of pulses of the pulse motor and the scanning 
pitch. The proportional relationship between � and Ps’, as
expressed in formula (4), is obtained for resolution fro
400 dpi to 1200 dpi.

Scanning line pitch setting can be set simply and eas
using the above currently developed scanning unit. By 
mechanism, resolution can be switched to suit different k
of documents such as fax, printer, copier and other spe
applications.

Figure 8 shows the scanning line pitch along the m
scanning direction when the beam is scanned on the ph
conductive drum using this light source unit. Furthermore
improve performance, the scanning line pitch fluctuati
can also be decreased by optimizing the path of the bea
the sub scanning direction, and by setting the offset Pi 
tween the beam from LD 2 and the optical axis of collim
tor lens 2 in the sub scanning direction.

Figure 8. Relationship between main scanning position and sc
ning line pitch

Figure 9. Relationship between printing speed and rotating sp
of polygonal mirror

Conclusion

A new type of multi-beam laser scanning unit was d
veloped that effectively restrains angular displacement
the beams and maintains stability without using the ser
mechanism, which is required in conventional beam co
0
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bining systems, and allows the scanning line pitch to 
easily set.

It is clearly apparent that high speed and high definiti
technology for laser printing using multi-beam laser sca
ning will become increasingly important in the near futur
Under these circumstances, the new technology we h
developed is applicable to a wide range of models a
specifications. As Figure 9 shows, application developme
of even larger numbers of beams can be expected.
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